Chi Omega Recruitment FAQs
1. What is a Recruitment Information Form (RIF)?
A RIF is a form that a CHi Omega alumna completes on a potential new member
(PNM) who is involved in the recruitment process. This helps the chapter get to
know the PNM better by providing some of her background that can be
considered during the chapter’s pre-screening process and during
member-selection sessions.
2. How many RIFS do I need?
We suggest that potential new members have one letter of recommendation
submitted. We prefer that all RIFs are submitted online to help expedite the
process and ensure that each RIF has all information needed for approval.
However, we do understand that sometimes a paper RIF is the only option. See
our main recruitment page to get more information about RIF submission!
3. What is a letter of support and is it required?
A letter of support can be sent in on behalf of the potential new member by
another Chi Omega alumni! While it is not required, it helps us get to know her a
little better before the recruitment process begins. A potential new member can
have as many letters of support sent in on her behalf either by mail or email. We
ask that emailed letters of support be sent to ugachiorecruitment@gmail.com
and to please cc the recruitment advisor Carrie Smith at carrie.smith@gmail.com
on the email as well. For our mailing address, please refer to the main
recruitment page on our website.
4. Who is in charge of Recruitment?
This year’s recruitment is led by Mary Nichols Lollis and Sydney Sheehan! They
are so excited for recruitment and to meet PC’ 21!!
5. When do I need to get all RIFs/Letters of Support in?
We ask that all RIFS and letters of support are either submitted online or mailed
in by July 15th!
6. What do I wear for recruitment?
For the first in-person round (sisterhood and philanthropy), we suggest wearing a
cute dress or skirt and top! For house tours, all PNMs will wear the UGA
recruitment t-shirt provided by Panhellenic. PNMs can wear whatever bottoms
they prefer, but most girls usually wear cute, colorful skirts or shorts! On these
days, most girls will wear platforms, sandals, or cute sneakers. Whatever you

wear, make sure it’s comfortable because it will be a long, hot day going from
house to house! For the final round (Preference Round), you should wear a cute
black dress! We suggest wearing sandals or some form of wedge/platform since
this is a more formal round. No matter what, though, wear what makes you
comfortable and confident! In the end, this is all for and about YOU!!
7. What should I bring with me during recruitment rounds?
One thing that is for sure about recruitment at UGA is that August in Athens is
HOT!! So, here are some pro-tips on what we suggest bringing with you in your
purse during your rounds:
- Mini Fan (not essential, but it is definitely nice when you need it!)
- Oil Blotting Sheets
- Hairbrush
- Hair Band
- Lip gloss/lipstick
- Band-aids (for those blisters!)
- Umbrella (Check the weather the day of and see if you need it!)
Many girls find it easiest to use a smaller crossbody purse! It definitely makes it
easier when you are running up and down Milledge :)
8. If I have questions regarding any of this, who do I ask?
Send any questions regarding recruitment to ugachiorecruitment@gmail.com and
a member of the recruitment team will help!

